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ABSTRACT
Field studies have demonstrated that it is possible to evaluate the state of many

shipboard systems by analyzing the power drawn by electromechanical actuators [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5]. One device that can perform such an analysis is the non-intrusive load
monitor (NILM). This thesis investigates the use of the NILM as a supervisory control
system in the engineering plant of gas-turbine-powered vessel. Field tests demonstrate
that the NILM can potentially reduce overall sensor count if used in a supervisory control
system.

To demonstrate the NILM's capabilities in supervisory control systems, experiments
are being conducted at the U.S. Navy's Land-Based Engineering Site (LBES) in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Following a brief description of the LBES facility and the
NILM itself, this thesis presents testing procedures and methodology with results
obtained during the extensive field studies. This thesis also describes the on-going efforts
to further demonstrate and develop the NILM's capabilities in supervisory control
systems.
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Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science & Mechanical
Engineering

Thesis Reader: Robert W. Cox
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation for Research
Engineering plants in modem naval vessels consist of complex and costly networks

of electrical and mechanical actuators. In many cases, high-level supervisory systems are
required to control the interactions between these devices. To reduce the cost and
complexity of maintenance operations, new supervisory systems are also designed to
assist in condition-based maintenance. For example, high-level controllers for modem
marine gas turbines can now record sensor data and, in some cases, they can even
perform automated data assessment [7]. Because of the potential cost savings, there is a
push to extend the capabilities of such systems [8], [9]. Doing so, however, usually
means that more sensors are deployed throughout the engineering plant. In fact, some
estimates indicate that each new ZUMWALT (DDG- 1000) class destroyer will feature as
many as 200,000 sensing devices [10]. Although such a large sensing network may seem
advantageous, it can also be both expensive and difficult to maintain. A simple, low-cost
alternative with lower sensor density could provide identical information with higher
reliability.

1.2 System Complexity and Cost Increase
Joint Vision 2020, which outlines the direction of U.S. Defense strategy, points out

the need to "invest in and develop new military capabilities." The Navy's fulfillment of
this vision consists partly of investing in the technological advancement of its ships. This
has been a longstanding policy, as throughout history, naval vessels have increased in
technological capability. However, the pursuit of improved capability and technology
often results in ever increasing cost. In fact, some of the Navy's recent shipbuilding
programs have experienced skyrocketing research, development, and acquisition costs.

Between 1985 and 2000 the Navy's overall budget declined. With the end of the
Cold War came a shift in U.S. budgetary priorities, as less and less money was spent on
defense overall. However, with the rise of al-Qaeda and other organizations and the
resulting Global War on Terrorism (GWOT), the Navy has embarked on a fleet
recapitalization plan to retain worldwide naval superiority. However, with increased
capability comes increased cost. An examination of Navy budget trends since Fiscal Year
(FY) 2005 (Figure 1-1 below) reveals an increase in all major budgetary categories:
Personnel (MilPers), Operations and Maintenance (O&M), and Investment (includes
research, development, and procurement).
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Figure 1-1: Overview of US Navy Budget FY05-13 [311

As indicated by the Supplemental/Transfers category in the figure, in FY 2005-2007
the initial budget projections were not enough to cover projected costs. For FY 2008
dollars were requested specifically to cover the Navy's cost of the GWOT. Future
projections show an increase in budget through FY 2013. The Navy budget cannot
continue to spiral out of control, yet fleet recapitalization and operations are paramount if
naval superiority is to be retained.

A comparison of the DDG 1000 to DDG 51 costs, shown in Table 1-1 below,
provides a solid example of the rising costs of new ship development, procurement, and
operation. The DDG 1000 is comprised of many new technologies resulting in a
significantly more capable platform [33], [38]. Even when adjusted for inflation, the
higher cost associated with increased complexity and capability is apparent. In order to
meet the recapitalization strategy goals, fiscal concerns must be addressed and costs must
somehow be controlled.

In an effort to control costs to ensure the survival of the recapitalization plan, the
Navy has embarked on two initiatives to reduce ship Total Ownership Cost (TOC):
reduced manning and condition based maintenance.
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Table 1-1: Cost Comparison between DDG 51 and DD(X) (now DDG 1000) [361.

Comparison of the DDG-51 and DD(X) Destroyers

DDG-51 DD(X)

Procurement Cost for the Lead Ship of the Class
(Billions of 2007 dollars)

Navy's estimate 2.6 3.3
CBO's estimate 2.6 4.7

Displacement (Thousands of long tons)
Light load 6.6 12.1
Full load 8.3 14.3

Procurement Cost per Thousand Long Tons for the
Lead Ship of the Class (Millions of 2007 dollars)

Navy's estimate 385 275,
CBO's estimate 385 385

Annual Operating Costs per Ship (Millions of 2007 dollars) 34 22 to 32

Life-Cycle Costs per Ship (Billions of 2007 dollars)b
Using the Navy's estimate for DD(X) procurement 2.1 2.7 to 2.9
Using CBO's estimate for DD(X) procurement 2.1 3.8 to 4.0

Source: Congressional Budget Office.

a. This number is the same as CBO's estunate for the DDG-51 because it is based on a direct analogy to
that ship.

b. Life-cycle costs are shown on a discounted (net-present-value) basis.

1.3 Reduced Manning
In April 2000, the Naval Research Advisory Committee (NRAC) conducted a study

on optimized surface ship manning. The study indicated that between 1985 and 2000 the
overall Navy budget had decreased by 40% while the Operations and Support (O&S)
portion, which includes the personnel budget, had remained relatively constant. In fact,
29% of the projected TOC for the ARLEIGH BURKE (DDG 51) class of destroyers is
personnel [26]. Faced with rising recapitalization and personnel costs [31], the Navy must
strive to reduce vessel manning. As part of the overall recapitalization strategy the Navy
is in the midst of a massive personnel reduction plan. Figure 1-2 depicts not only this
plan, but how final end strength has been reduced each fiscal year to help cope with
recapitalization costs and now those of the GWOT.
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Figure 1-2: President's Budget Navy Personnel Projections

A significant portion of the personnel reduction plan includes reduction of vessel
manning which remains a high priority of the Navy's Surface Warfare Division [26].
Current manning of the DDG 51 class destroyer stands at 323 officers and enlisted [34].
In contrast the manning goal for the DDG 1000 class is 142 [38], a significant reduction
considering the increased size, capability and complexity of the DDG 1000 over the DDG
51. Another example is the SAN ANTONIO (LPD 17) vessel class. At contract award
manning levels were set at 450, but the lead ship was commissioned with just a crew size
of 361 [26]. Many factors have promoted achieving these goals including design, work
process improvement, maintenance philosophy, and technology advancement. As the
personnel drawdown continues, it is imperative that alternatives be developed and
implemented to support reduced manning initiatives.

1.4 Condition Based Maintenance
With the reduction in shipboard crew manning comes an increase in automation and

a fundamental shift in current Navy maintenance practices. Previously, the Navy used a
Preventative Maintenance System (PMS) where maintenance on equipment was
conducted at scheduled regular intervals. In many cases the scheduled maintenance
included disassembly and inspection whether or not the equipment exhibited signs of
malfunction. This is not only manpower intensive but also costly. For example, upon
reassembly new expendable parts (i.e. seals) would be installed and the old ones, often
still in good working order, discarded.

One of the reduced manning initiatives is termed Condition Based Maintenance
(CBM). This philosophy abandons the old, scheduled PMS. Maintenance is conducted
when equipment exhibits certain symptoms (i.e. broken). This type of philosophy results
in a reduction in maintenance related man-hours. In addition, the Navy is shifting most
CBM away from the organizational level. That is, shore maintenance personnel will
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conduct any required maintenance on the new modem warship. Less man-hours required
for maintenance translates to less manpower requirements overall and ultimately a
reduction in vessel manning, as the smaller crew can now be gainfully employed
conducting other warfighting tasks.

To assist in the diagnostics of equipment to determine the need and scheduling for
CBM, the Navy is currently using the Integrated Condition Assessment System (ICAS).
ICAS is an engineering plant monitoring system that collects equipment status (discrete
signals, state changes, etc) and automatically transmits that data to a shore facility where
it is reviewed for potential problems and abnormal conditions. Any necessary
maintenance or repairs are then scheduled for completion according to urgency, budget,
and operating schedule. The overall success of ICAS is dependent upon the accurate
collection of data and realization of actual cost savings from the transition to the CBM
philosophy.

1.5 NILM as Part of Solution
One device that shows promise to greatly simplify the supervisory monitoring and

control process thereby reducing the manpower required to operate an engineering plant
is the Non-Intrusive Load Monitor (NILM) [6], [11]. The NILM, which measures the
current and voltage at one or more central locations in a power-distribution network, can
determine both the operating schedule and the operational status of each of the major
loads in an engineering plant [4], [12], [13]. In many cases the NILM can also use its
electrical data to assess the status of certain mechanical elements such as air filters and
components in fluid power systems [1], [2], [3]. Because a NILM-based monitor greatly
reduces the number of required sensors, it can decrease costs and increase the efficiency
and effectiveness of organizational and intermediate-level maintenance, thereby reducing
the overall manning requirements, ultimately leading to reduced TOC of a naval vessel.
This thesis will demonstrate how the NILM is a viable alternative that aims to assist the
Navy in reducing TOC by providing an inexpensive alternative for engineering plant
supervisory control resulting in reduced manning and improved condition based
maintenance. The NILM is technologically simple and therefore inexpensive. Previous
tests have shown that the NILM is capable of detecting existing mechanical faults and
impending failures. The NILM can effectively increase automation thereby reducing the
number of personnel required to complete certain operational and maintenance tasks
resulting in overall lower TOC.
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Chapter 2 NILM Overview

2.1 NILM Theory
Figure 2-1 shows the block diagram of a standard NILM. Note that the NILM

measures the aggregate current flowing to a bank of electrical loads. It then
disaggregates the operating schedule of individual loads using signal-processing
techniques. In an engineering plant, the candidate installation locations include generator
output busses and distribution panels.

Power PanelrL
or Generator

Voltage Current
Measurements Measurements NIL

*Irv

Data Acquisition Module

* I OperatorPreprocessor Data Storage nterface

Event Detector

Control and
Command Diagnostics and Systems Management Module

Inputs
--------------------------- I---- ------ J

Command Outputs Status Reports
Figure 2-1: Diagram showing the fundamental signal flow path in a NILM [6J

Using measurements of the line voltage and aggregate current, a software-based
preprocessor onboard the NILM computes time-varying estimates of the frequency
content of the measured line current [13]. Formally, these time-varying estimates, or
spectral envelopes, are defined as the quantities [14]:

JT
a,(t) = f t__ x(7)sin(mor)dv

bm(t) = !Tj T x(z)cos(mor)dr

These equations are Fourier-series analysis equations evaluated over a moving window of
length T [15]. The coefficients am(t) and bm(t) contain time-local information about the
frequency content of i(t). Provided that the basis terms sin(mot) and cos(mct) are
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synchronized to the line voltage, the spectral envelope coefficients have a useful physical
interpretation as real and reactive power and harmonic content [12], [14].

The spectral envelopes computed by the preprocessor are passed to an event detector
that identifies the operation of each of the major loads on the monitored electrical service.
In a modem NILM, identification is performed using both transient and steady-state
information [16]. Field studies have demonstrated that transient details are particularly
powerful because the transient electrical behavior of a particular load is strongly
influenced by the physical task that is performed [12]. As shown in Figure 2-2, for
example, the physical differences between an incandescent lamp and an induction
machine result in vastly different transient patterns. Figure 2-3 demonstrates the positive
identification of an induction motor driving a small vacuum pump. Further details of the
detection and identification process can be found in [16] and [17].

0.5
U0

S0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
Time: Sec

50

-50

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
Time: Sec

Figure 2-2: Top trace: Current drawn during the start of an incandescent lamp. Bottom trace:
Stator current drawn during the start of an unloaded, fractional horsepower induction machine.

The final block in Figure 2-1 is the NILM's diagnostics and systems management
module. This software unit assesses load status using any required combination of current
data, voltage data, spectral envelopes, and load operating schedules [11]. The successful
application of this module has been demonstrated in numerous publications [1], [2], [3],
[4], [5], [13], [16], [18], [19], [20]. Shipboard applications are highlighted in [1], [2], [3],
[4], and [5].

As shown in Figure 2-1, the modern NILM can interact with human or automated
operators in a number of different ways. For instance, the NILM can use its diagnostic
information to command certain loads to either commence or cease operations.
Additionally, the NILM can provide regular status reports to the Engineering Officer. To
assist in future maintenance operations, the NILM stores all of the relevant data streams
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(i.e. currents, voltages, operating schedules, etc.) in either a local or remote database [21].
The NILM's vast storage capabilities make it possible for the operator to perform
historical data trending. Note that this off-line analysis can be conducted on a remote PC
using convenient software packages such as Microsoft Excel [21]

40

0

-20

-40
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Time (Sec)

12000

10000 x -

8000.......

4000x

2000 x
0

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Time (Sec)

Figure 2-3: Measured current and computed power during the start of 1.7hp vacuum pump motor.
Also shown in the power plot is a section of the template that has been successfully matched to the

observed transient behavior by the NILM's event detector [6].

2.2 NILM Construction
The NILM is constructed from readily available Commercial-off-the-Shelf (COTS)

equipment. COTS materials were chosen for their ease of procurement and assembly. A
typical NILM installation consists of a NEMA certified enclosure with voltage
transducers and a DC power supply inside, appropriately sized current transducers, and a
computer for processing. A list of required parts is in Appendix A . Figure 2-4 is a NILM
block diagram and Figure 2-5 shows a typical equipment installation. A complete NILM
electrical connection scheme can be found in Appendix B. The following sections
describe how to construct a NILM for 3 phase applications utilized in this thesis.
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Figure 2-4: Block Diagram of NILM Setup [451

Figure 2-5: Typical NILM Equipment Installation

2.2.1 Transducer Sizing
Before proceeding with NILM construction, the appropriate size of the voltage and

current transducers must be determined. For most applications the LV 25-P voltage
transducer manufactured by LEM will suffice and is the voltage transducer used in all
NILMs described in this thesis. The current transducer (CT) must be sized according to
the current rating of the monitored equipment. For electrical panels, a CT with a
minimum rating equal to the rating of the panel breaker will suffice. If the installation
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will take place on a motor controller the CT rating must account also for the start-up
amperage of the motor, usually 10 times the steady state rating. The motor steady state
rating is typically the rating reported by the manufacturer. So for example, the CT
required for a 20A motor would need to be rated for 200A. A LEM LA 205 would be
required. Data sheets for all transducers utilized for this thesis are included in Appendix
C.

2.2.2 Resistor Sizing
Once the appropriate transducers are selected, resistor selection can take place. Three

types of resistors are required: voltage board resistors, measuring resistors, and ground or
reference resistors.

The voltage board requires three 3W resistors wired in parallel for each voltage
transducer (see Figure 2-7 below). These resistors are sized as follows: Choose Ip =
3.6mA. Per the LV 25 data sheet (located in Appendix C) Ip can be a maximum of 10
mA. The accuracy of 10 mA is not required for NILM purposes and dissipates too much
power through the resistors generating too much heat; 3.6mA suffices for typical
applications. For a 120 V application the resistors are sized as follows:

I, = 3.6mA

VAC =120V

Compute the total resistance required:

RT0 , VAC
IP

RTo, =33.33kn

Compute the size of the individual resistor (3 required):
RIndividual = 3 *RTto

Rndiidua, =100k

Thus three 1 00kQ resistors are needed for each voltage transducer on the voltage board.
Resistors for a 440V application would be sized in a similar manner.

Next the 0.25W measuring resistors (Rm) need to be sized. For the current
transducer, the CT data sheet is needed for reference. Take note of the maximum resistor
range for the appropriate power supply. Typically NILMs are constructed with 12V
power supplies, but 15V are available. In order to not saturate the PCI 1710 analog
interface, Vpeak across Rm must be less than 5V. Therefore:

IPrimayRMS * M2* k * Rm < 5V
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where k is the conversion ratio from the data sheet and INmary_RMS is the monitored
equipment maximum current. Remember to allow for start up current if the equipment is
a motor. Start with the maximum resistance allowed by the data sheet and work down
from there until Vpeak < 5V. For example, for this application a LEM LA-55P CT will be
used so Rm = 1000, k = 1/1000 and I pimaryRMs = 15A were chosen:

15A * V * I *I0 O = 2.21V
1000

So in this case, the 100 resistor will suffice. It is possible to use resistor values higher
than the maximum recommended if the monitored equipment current will not fluctuate
such that transducer becomes saturated. Rm for the voltage transducer is calculated in a
similar manner except that IPrimajyRMs is calculated by dividing the measured voltage by
RTt (computed above). In this case 11 0, k= 2500/1000 (from the LV 25-P voltage
transducer data sheet) was used:

120V 2 5 0 0 *l10 =1.4V

33.333kQ 1000

This results in Vpeak well below 5V and is well within the range specified on the data
sheet.

Finally for ground (reference) resistors, use 51 . This particular value is an arbitrary
value that primarily acts as a fuse to protect the NILM should a large current surge occur.
Once all resistors are selected, actual construction can begin.

2.2.3 Voltage Board Construction
The voltage board will be constructed first. Figure 2-6 is a photograph of the board

prior to construction. Figure 2-7 is a circuit diagram of the board. It is easier to solder the
smallest pieces on first, so solder the capacitors (2 for each transducer used) on first,
followed by the resistors and finally the transducers. Once all pieces are soldered on,
attach the fuse holder and solder its connecting wire. The fuse can either be inserted now
or upon completion of construction. Once the voltage board is complete, conduct
continuity checks of the board using a multimeter to ensure all solder joints are
satisfactory. Figure 2-8 is a photograph of a completed voltage board for 1 voltage tap.
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Figure 2-6: NILM Voltage Transducer Board
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Figure 2-7: Voltage Board Circuit Diagram [45]
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2.2.4 Resistor Board Construction
The resistor board was designed specifically for NILM applications in order to

provide a secure location for resistor mounting and will be constructed next. Figure 2-9 is
a photograph of a resistor board prior to resistor soldering. Following the connection
scheme solder the resistors onto the board, followed by the terminal blocks. Looking at
the board, the measuring resistors (Rm) go on top, and the reference resistors go on the
bottom. Ensure to take note which resistor is in which position for proper hook up later.
Again, conduct continuity checks with a multimeter to ensure satisfactory solder joints.

Nigure Z-9: Kesistor Board

2.2.5 Power Supply Connectors
After the voltage and resistor boards are complete, the MOLEX connectors for the

power supply must be prepared. Using the connectors, wires, and MOLEX crimping tool
listed in Appendix A, prepare the connectors. The AC input connector requires 2 wires
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and the DC output requires 4 wires. Typically only three of the output wires (+12V, -
12V, and one COMMON) are used, but it is prudent to add all four wires in case the
second COMMON is needed later.

2.2.6 Enclosure Preparations
Once the voltage and resistor boards and power supply MOLEX connectors are

complete, preliminary construction is complete and the enclosure and backplane must be
prepared. Cable access openings must be cut and holes must be drilled for component
mounting. No standard layout for the NILM enclosure exists; layout is at builder
discretion. Figure 2-10 is an enclosure prepped for component installation. Figure 2-11 is
an enclosure with the power supply and voltage board installed. Four cable access holes
must be cut. Three accesses can be holes cut in the top and bottom for the NILM power
cable, voltage sensing cable, and current sensing cable. Ensure the holes are large enough
to accommodate the 3/4 inch Halex clamps. Place the Halex clamps in the holes. The
fourth cable access is simply a notch cut in the top for the SCSI cable. The cable access
holes and SCSI cable notch can be placed in locations appropriate for the enclosure
layout. Place the accesses to minimize cable bending and stress.

Once the cable accesses are complete, drill the required mounting holes for
components to be mounted directly to the enclosure. Note that the backplane mounting
holes are integral to the enclosure. Typical applications have the power supply and SCSI
terminal board mounted directly to the enclosure. The voltage and resistor boards, as well
as any required terminal connector blocks are mounted to the backplane. Once the
enclosure is has all required mounting holes and accesses cut, drill all required access
holes in the backplane. Ensure all holes are the appropriate size to accommodate the
standoffs and machine screws to be used in mounting the equipment.

Figure 2-10: NILM Enclosure with Backplane Installed
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Figure 2-11: NILM Enclosure with Voltage Board and Power Supply Installed

2.2.7 NILM Assembly
Once the enclosure and backplane are ready, attach the voltage and resistor board

standoffs with appropriate nuts to the backplane. Install any required terminal connector
blocks using appropriately sized machine screws and nuts. Terminal connector blocks
may or may not be required depending on the scope of the NILM application, but can
make the wiring hook up easier. Once terminal blocks and necessary standoffs are
attached, place the backplane in the enclosure and attach it using two 3/8 inch 10-32
machine screws and the two 3/8 inch standoffs to accommodate two voltage board
attachment screws. Now install the voltage board using four 3/8 inch 10-32 machine
screws. After installing the voltage board, install the resistor board using inch 6-32
machine screws and standoffs.

With the backplane and associated components installed, required components can
be mounted onto the enclosure. Attach the power supply standoffs to the enclosure using
the appropriate nuts. Attach the power supply to the standoffs using the same screws as
the resistor board. Attach the DIN mounting rail for the SCSI terminal board using two
3/8 inch 10-32 machine screws and appropriate nuts. The DIN rail should be long enough
to accommodate the SCSI terminal board. Attach the SCSI terminal board to the
mounting rail.
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After individual components are installed into the enclosure, install the power supply
MOLEX connectors and wire up the NILM according to the electrical connection scheme
using 18 AWG braided copper wire. The NILM power supply can be powered via a
standard 120V wall outlet using any standard power cord wired to the power supply input
wires.

Finally, if using an LA 55-P type CT, solder the specially designed CT circuit board
(Figure 2-12) to the CT. Then solder the CT connecting cable to the CT circuit board.
Typically the red wire is +1 2V, the black wire is -l 2V, and the clear wire is the
measuring (M) wire. If using an LA 205 or larger, a MOLEX connector must be
prepared using the appropriately sized connectors and the CT connecting cable wired to
the MOLEX connector wires using either wire nuts or heat shrink.

Figure 2-12: LA-55 CT with Circuit Board Attached

2.2.8 NILM Testing
Once the NILM is constructed, it should be tested using a simple shop lamp. The

voltage tap should be plugged into the same outlet as the lamp using any standard power
cord wired to the voltage tap input in accordance with the NILM connection scheme.
Place one lead of the lamp power cord through the CT. Once the voltage tap and CT are
connected, connect the NILM to the computer via the SCSI cable. Plug in the lamp and
start NILM data collection. Turn the lamp on and off a few times. Stop NILM data
collection. Download the data file from the computer and process using the scripts in
Appendix D. If the NILM is working properly the power trace should look similar to
Figure 2-13.
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Figure 2-13: NILM power trace for an incandescent lamp taken during a NILM operational test.

Figure 2-13 above is representative of a satisfactorily operating NILM. The operation of
the lamp switch and energizing of the bulb can clearly be seen. This particular lamp
draws about 2W when energized.

2.2.9 NILM Data Scaling
The NILM software does not complete any kind of power computations. Rather, the

NILM records "power counts" which range from -4096 to +4096 and are based on an
analog measurement to digital data conversion process. Therefore, it becomes necessary
to rescale the NILM power data into appropriate units for analysis. Using MATLAB
scripts, the NILM data is converted to current (Amperes) using the top equation below
and then converted to power (Watts) using the bottom equation below:

IRMS (NILM data)*-~ 64) 4096 R*

RMS RMS

In the top equation g is the NILM software gain code and k is the CT conversion ratio
found on the CT data sheet. There are four possible gain codes written into the NILM
software which are listed in Table 2-1 with the default value being 0. The gain code is
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selected according to the maximum voltage across Rm. For example, if initial tests
indicate this voltage to be 2V, then the appropriate gain code would be 1 for the -2.5V to
+2.5V range. The scripts used to scale the recorded NILM data can be found in Appendix
D. A complete description of the NILM data collection process and software algorithms
can be found in [12]and [21].

Table 2-1: NILM Gain Codes and Signal Ranges
Gain Code Input Signal Range g Value

0 -5V to +5V 10
1 -2.5V to +2.5V 5
2 -1.25V to +1.25V 2.5
3 -0.625V to +0.625V 1.25
4 -10V to +10V 20

2.2.10 Final Site Installation
Once the NILM has been tested in the lab, it is then ready for installation in the field.

Typically for a 3 phase system the CT is placed on phase A and the voltage tap is hooked
to phases B and C. This particular hook up is not required; however for proper NILM
operation and computations, it is imperative that the CT be placed on the phase which is
not hooked up to the voltage tap. A test plan for a typical NILM installation is located in
Appendix E. Figure 2-14 shows a typical voltage and CT hook up inside an electrical
panel. Upon completion of the electrical connections, the NILM enclosure and computer
must be mounted in close proximity to each other to accommodate the relatively short
SCSI cable length. After a suitable location has been chosen and the enclosure and
computer have been mounted, connect all power cords to an appropriate power source. In
most applications, a standard 120V outlet will suffice. The use of an Uninterrupted Power
Supply (UPS) is recommended, but not required. The NILM and associated peripherals
are now ready for use.

Vigure 2-14: NILM UT and Voltage Tap Connections
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Chapter 3 NILM Testing at the Land Based
Engineering Site (LBES)

3.1 LBES Overview
Several NILMs are installed on equipment at the Navy's Land Based Engineering

Site (LBES) located at the Naval Business Center in Philadelphia, PA. The LBES
environment provides an excellent opportunity to test and evaluate NILM hardware and
software under actual shipboard-like conditions.

The LBES is designed to replicate the Number Two Main Engine Room aboard one
of the Navy's ARLEIGH BURKE (DDG-51) class destroyers. The equipment installed
in this facility includes two LM2500 gas-turbine propulsion main engines (GTMs); three
gas-turbine generators (GTGs); and auxiliary systems providing fuel oil, lube oil, low-
pressure air, and cooling water. Additionally, the main engines drive a full-scale
propulsion train complete with main reduction gear, shafting, and bearings [6]. A
perspective view of this facility is shown in Figure 3-1.

Gas Turbine Exhaust

2 Gas Turbine Switchb oards
Propulsion Engines

Gas Turbine Generators Water Brake

Figure 3-1: US Navy LBES

There are some significant differences between the land-based facility and the
machinery spaces on the DDG-5 1. First, the LBES has a full Zonal Electrical
Distribution System (ZEDS), which represents the entire shipboard electric plant of a
DDG-51. Thus, the LBES features all three of the Ship's Service Gas Turbine Generators
(GTGs). In reality the Number Two Main Engine Room on the DDG-51 houses only one
GTG. Additionally, the ZEDS at LBES is physically collocated with the propulsion plant,
but it does not supply power to the plant's auxiliary systems. At the LBES the ZEDS
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supplies several large load banks, and power for auxiliary systems is provided by the
regional utility. A third critical difference is that the LBES does not have a propeller. In
order to perform the functions of the DDG Controllable Pitch Propeller (CPP) and
simulate the resistance of the ocean on the propulsion train, a large water brake is
installed at the end of a shortened shaft [6]. To the equipment in the LBES plant, the
propulsion shaft behaves and responds as if a CPP was actually attached. Where
appropriate, descriptions of plant operations in this thesis will read as if the LBES was
equipped with a CPP.

A more complete description of the LBES, pertinent systems, and equipment can be
found in [6], [40], and LBES Trainee Guides located in the LBES NILM information
archives in the Laboratory for Electromagnetic and Electronic Systems (LEES) at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

3.2 Equipment Listing
To begin testing the NILM's applicability as a shipboard supervisory control system,

we have deployed NILM devices throughout the LBES facility for preliminary data
collection and assessment. During the course of this work, two complete NILMs were
constructed and installed on LBES equipment and modifications were made on three
previously installed NILMs. This thesis will summarize the state of each of these
installed NILMs.

Five NILM boxes are installed. Some boxes have multiple CTs which are used to
monitor multiple systems. The following is a complete listing of the installed NILMs and
monitored equipment:

* GTM Controller NILM (installed on Power Panel 1-282-1):
o Panel aggregate current
o Universal Engine Controller Plus 2A
o Universal Engine Controller Plus 2B
o Shaft Control Unit

" 2A Fuel Oil Service Pump
" 2A Lube Oil Service Pump
" Nr 2 Low Pressure Air Compressor
" AG9140 No Break Power Supply

This chapter will summarize the details of the existing installations and will introduce the
functionality of each system.

3.2.1 LBES GTM Controller NILM
The LBES GTM Controller NILM monitors Power Panel 1-282-1 and three LBES

controller circuit breakers contained within. This panel provides 120VAC to the
Universal Engine Controllers Plus, the Shaft Control Unit, both GTM igniters, and GTM
module lighting. Figure 3-2 is a photograph of the power panel with the location of the
monitored equipment breakers annotated.

A single NILM box contains all connections for the four CTs and one voltage tap.
The GTM Igniters are not monitored by individual CTs, but are included in the aggregate
signal monitored by the panel CT. Figure 3-3 shows interior of the panel with the three
controller CTs installed on their respective breakers installed on Phase A, and the panel
CT also installed on Phase A. The voltage is assumed to be constant throughout the
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panel; therefore a single voltage tap is connected to Phases Band C of Universal Engine 
Controller Plus 2A. 

Figure 3-2: Exterior View of Power Panel 1-282-1 with breaker location annotated 
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Figure 3-3: Interior view of Power Panel 1-282-1. The location of NILM CTs is annotated. Individual
equipment CTs are on the right and the panel CT is on the left.

Table 3-1 below is a summary of the entire NILM setup for Power Panel 1-228-1. A
description of the individual monitored subsystems follows in the sections below. The
Unix script used to process the controller NILM data files is included in Appendix D.

1 Voltage and C 510 0

2 UEC 2A Current A 130L2 510 LEM LA-55P 3

3 UEC 2B Current A 1302 512 LEM LA-55P 3

4 SCU Current A 130L 512 LEM LA-55P 2

5 Panel Current A 672 512 LEM LA-205P 1

3.2.1.1 Universal Engine Controller Plus
The LBES configuration includes two Universal Engine Controllers (UEC) Plus

which serve as the "brains" for the General Electric LM2500 Gas Turbine Main Engines
(GTM). Each GTM has its own UEC Plus. The UEC Plus provides control and
monitoring of the GTM and performs the following functions [39]:

* Start/sequencer of the gas turbine
* Power Turbine (PT) overspeed protection
" Power Level Actuator (PLA) control
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" Digital Fuel Control (DFC)
" Signal conditioning
" Emergency Stop of the gas turbine via remote hardwired contact activation
* Maintenance Computer Interface
* Fault Detection and Isolation
* Software-based calibration and setpoint adjustment
* Status logging
* Local Control capability
* Engine Vibration monitoring
* Power Distribution
* UEC Plus status, alarm, and shutdown processing

The UEC Plus is virtually identical to the UEC described in [6]. The primary
difference is the addition of DFC capability, making the UEC plus capable of supporting
both the PLA and DFC configurations. For the remainder of this thesis, the term UEC
will be used when referencing the UEC Plus.

Additional information about the operation and functions of the UEC can be found in
[6], [23], and [39].

3.2.1.2 Shaft Control Unit
The Shaft Control Unit (SCU) interfaces with the propulsion machinery at the LBES

to provide local control of the GTMs, shafting, propeller, and propulsion auxiliary
equipment. Recall the LBES propulsion shaft does not have a propeller but rather a
waterbrake which performs the functions of a Controllable Pitch Propeller (CPP). To the
SCU, the propulsion shaft behaves and responds as if a CPP was actually attached. The
SCU is normally unmanned with machinery and thrust control residing at the Propulsion
and Auxiliary Control Console (PACC)-briefly described in the next paragraph. Controls
and indicators are provided to perform the following functions related to the GTM
described in this thesis [42]:

" Motor
e On
" Online
* Normal Stop/Cooldown
o GTM Module Fuel Valve Control

Controls and indicators are also provided to perform the following propulsion auxiliary
functions described in this thesis [42]:

" Electric Lube Oil Service Pump Speed Control
" Fuel Oil Service Pump Speed Control

Finally, the SCU provides thrust and pitch control for the propulsion shaft [42].
The Propulsion and Auxiliary Control Console (PACC) provides remote, centralized

monitoring and control of the propulsion and auxiliary equipment throughout the LBES
plant from the LBES Central Control Station (CCS) The console interfaces with the SCU
via a fiber optic network. It is important to note that the PACC is designed to interface
with two SCUs in two different engine rooms on an actual ship. Only one half on the
LBES PACC can actually interface with the LBES SCU. The PACC is the normal
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operating station for propulsion machinery and thrust control and is capable of
performing the same functions as the SCU listed above [42].

More detailed information about the functions and operation of the SCU and PACC
can be found in [6], [41],and [42].

3.2.2 2A Fuel Oil Service Pump
The Fuel Oil Service Pump (FOSP) provides fuel to the GTMs directly and GTGs

via a gravity head tank. LBES is equipped with 2 FOSPs, 2A and 2B which are piped to a
common header. The FOSP can operate at one of two speeds, slow and fast. FOSP motor
and pump details are provided in Table 3-2 and Table 3-3 below.

Table 3-2: Fuel Oil Service Pump Data [40]

Number of Pumps 2

Type Positive Displacement Rotary Vane

Capacity 36/72 GPM

Discharge Pressure 110 PSI

Suction Lift 10 inches Hg

Pump Speed 260/520 RPM

Type of Drive Two Speed Helical Reducer

System Pressure 150 PSIG

Table 3-3: Fuel Oil Service Pump Motor Data [40]

Motor Type Squirrel Cage Induction

Power Requirements 440 Vac, 3 Phase, 60 Hz, 10 FLA

Conductor Type/Diameter LSTSGU-3/0.06 inches

Motor Horsepower 3.75/7.5 HP

Motor Speed 900/1800 RPM

Stator Windings Low Speed High Speed

Number of Poles 8 4

Connection Delta One Circuit Wye Two Circuit

The NILM connections were made in the 2A FOSP motor controller such that both
pump operating speeds can be measured by the NILM. Table 3-4 below summarizes the
2A FOSP NILM configuration. More detailed information about the FOSP can be found
in [43] and a diagram of the LBES Fuel Oil Service System is located in [6].
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Table 3-4: FOSP NILM Configuration Data
NILM Measurement Phase Measurement Reference Transducers Gain

Channel _ Resistors (Rm) Resistors Code
1 Voltage A and B 17792 61Q LEM LV- 0

25P

2 2A FOSP Current C 619 612 LEM LA- 0

55P

3.2.3 Nr 2 Low Pressure Air Compressor
The purpose of the Low Pressure Air Compressor (LPAC) is to provide compressed

air at approximately 125 psig to the LBES Low Pressure Air System for valve control
and pneumatic power for specified plant equipment. LBES is equipped with 2 LPACs, 1
and 2. LPAC details are provided below in Table 3-5 and Table 3-6.

Table 3-5: Low Pressure Air Compressor Data [61

Nomenclature Low Pressure Air Compressor

Model NAXI 100-4A

Manufacturer Ingersoll-Rand

Inlet Capacity 100 CFM

Discharge Pressure Settings 115/120/125 psig

Brake Horsepower 28.8 HP Maximum

Motor Speed 3600 rpm

Table 3-6: Low Pressure Air Compressor Motor Data [6]

Power Requirements 440V, 3-phase, 60 Hz, 35A Full Load

Horsepower 35 HP

Rotor Squirrel Cage

Speed Class Constant

RPM Synchronous 3600 rpm

RPM Full Load 3535 rpm

Torque Class Design B

Current Class Design B

In addition to the standard NILM current and voltage connections, which were made
in the LPAC controller, an Omega PX209 pressure transducer was installed to measure
compressor discharge pressure. Details about the pressure transducer can be found at
<http://www.omega.com>. Table 3-7 provides a summary of the LPAC NILM
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configuration. A complete description and system diagram of the
Air System and details about the Nr 2 LPAC can be found in [6].
the operation of the LPAC are located in [44].

LBES Low Pressure
Additional details about

Table 3-7: LPAC NILM Configuration Data
NILM Measurement Phase Measurement Reference Transducers Gain

Channel Resistors (Rm) Resistors Code
1 Voltage A and B 1802 6292 LEM LV-25P 0

2 LPAC Current C 369 6292 LEM LA-305S 0

3 Pressure None None 629 Omega PX209 0

3.2.4 2A Lube Oil Service Pump
The Lube Oil Service Pump (LOSP) provides lubricating oil to the Main Reduction

Gear (MRG) and propulsion shaft thrust bearing. LBES is equipped with 2 electric
LOSPs, 2A and 2B piped to a common header and a mechanical LOSP attached to the
MRG also piped to the same common header. The LOSP has two operating speeds slow
and fast. LOSP motor and pump details are provided in Table 3-8 and Table 3-9 below.

Table 3-8: Lube Oil Service Pump Data [401

Number of Pumps 2

Type Screw

Capacity 225/560 GPM at lOOPSIG

Discharge Pressure 100 PSI

Suction Lift 10 inches Hg

Efficiency % 58.0/67.5

BHP 24.3/51.6

RPM 880/1780

Liquid Lube Oil 2190 TEP

Table 3-9: Lube Oil Service Pump Motor Data [40

Motor Type Induction

Power Requirements 440 Vac, 3 Phase, 60 Hz, 61/72FLA

Conductor Type/Diameter LSFSGU-50/0.26 inches

Motor Horsepower 30/60 HP

Motor Speed 900/1800 SYN

Stator Windings

Number of Poles 2

Connection Delta One Circuit
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The NILM connections were installed in the pump motor controller such that the
NILM can monitor both operating speeds. The LOSP NILM configuration is outlined
below in Table 3-10. Additional information about the LOSP and Lube Oil Service
System, including a system diagram, can be found in [40].

Table 3-10: LOSP NILM Confi Yuration
NILM Measurement Phase Measurement Reference Transducers Gain

Channel Resistors (RM) Resistors Code
1 Voltage A and B Ion 510 LEM LV-25P 0

2 LOSP 2A Current C 200 51n LEM LA-305P 0

3.2.5 AG914ORF Gas Turbine Generator
LBES is equipped with three Gas Turbine Generators (GTGs). LBES Nrl GTG,

designated AG941ORF, consists of an Allison 501-K34 gas turbine engine turning a
KATO 3000 kW generator. The AG9140 was chosen for NILM installation because it is
equipped with the Redundant Independent Mechanical Start System (RIMSS), which is a
small gas turbine engine mechanically coupled to the generator reduction gear. During a
GTG start, a small DC motor first spins the RIMSS turbine. Eventually, fuel is admitted
into the RIMSS gas-producer turbine and it is ignited. When the gas-producer turbine has
reached approximately 40,000 rpm, the RIMSS power turbine begins to rotate and rotates
the main turbine through the reduction gear [7].

The AG914ORF GTG is equipped with a Full Authority Digital Control (FADC)
Local Operating Panel (LOCOP). The FADC LOCOP performs all control and
monitoring of the Allison 501 turbine, RIMSS turbine, generator, and all auxiliary
support systems.

In order to start the GTG from completely dark conditions, the GTG enclosure can
operate independent of ship support systems for a short period of time. To provide power
for operation under such conditions, the GTG is equipped with a No Break Power Supply
(NBPS), which simply put, is an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) for the LOCOP.
The NBPS receives 440 VAC from the ships electrical distribution system which
maintains charge on the NBPS batteries. In addition, the 440 VAC is converted to
28VDC to power the FADC LOCOP. A block diagram of the NBPS is shown below in
Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: NBPS Block Diagram [46]

A NILM was installed on the 440 VAC input bus to the NBPS as shown in Figure
3-4. Specifically, the connections were made at the NBPS breaker in the 44OVAC
distribution panel that powers the NBPS. Because the GTG LOCOP receives power
directly from the NBPS, the power drawn by the NBPS is, in essence, the power drawn
by the GTG LOCOP. For the remainder of this thesis, this NILM will be referred to as
the GTG NBPS NILM. Table 3-11 below is a summary of the GTG NBPS NILM setup.
More detailed information about the functions and operations of the GTG and associated
support equipment can be found in [25].

I voltage 13 and C I lul2 5112 LEM LV-25F 0

2 NBPS Current A 147n 51n LEM LA-55P 3
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Chapter 4 Proven LBES Field Testing Results
In order to demonstrate the NILM's potential for a supervisory control system for

integrated plant operations, each category of equipment, gas turbine controllers, pump
motor controllers, and electromechanical support equipment, required individual study
and analysis. NILM power data was collected over many days of integrated plant
operations during DDG pre-commissioning crew training, as well as Machinery Control
System (MCS) software testing and validation. This chapter presents the data analysis
results that have proven to be consistent over the course of the research and are believed
to correctly describe the operation of LBES equipment from the NILM perspective.

4.1 Controller NILM Results
A primary objective of this thesis is to correlate individual controller NILM data in

order to determine equipment operating states. Over the course of the research, as NILM
power data was collected, it was processed and analyzed looking for similarities in
different power signatures of the same event (i.e. do all power signatures of GTM starts
look the same, etc?). The power data for each piece of monitored equipment was
systematically analyzed and a comprehensive event library was created and categorized
by equipment and event type.

By creating the event library, it was established that some plant operations exhibit
the same or nearly the same power signature each time they are performed. The first step
in unlocking the potential of the NILM is to identify each power transition in the event
signatures. One way to enable a NILM to track power transitions is to summarize them
with a Finite State Machine (FSM). Using FSM models the NILM can determine if
individual actuators are functioning properly and specific events (such as those required
for a GTM start) are occurring in the appropriate sequence. Methods for tracking finite-
state behavior are described in [24]. By using equipment technical manuals, LBES
engineers, and the DDG 51 engineering plant operational experience of the author, engine
controller power transitions were matched to specific commands and actuator operations
performed by the controllers during plant events, and FSMs developed where applicable.
The following sections detail the findings obtained for the UECs, SCU, and GTG NBPS.

4.1.1 UEC
Three GTM events consistently exhibited similar power signatures: start, motor,

motor and fuel purge. When a GTM start is commanded by the operator, the SCU
receives the start command from the console in control, usually the PACC. The SCU then
sends a start command to the UEC which performs the necessary actions to start the
GTM. Table 4-1 below outlines in detail the GTM start sequence.

Table 4-1: GTM Start Sequence
Speed Action/Event

Channel
"ON" SCU checks for start permissives:
Pushbutton 1. MRB pressure greater than 13 psig
Depressed 2. MRG turning gear not engaged
Ngg = 0 3. PLA/DFC at idle
RPM 4. Clutch cover in place
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SCU commands motor air regulator valve and start/masker air transfer valves to the start
position, and waits 5 seconds to allow valves to shift position.

SCU sends a UEC system reset command, followed by an auto start command.

UEC verifies that PLA is at idle and that Ngg is less than 3500 RPM.

UEC starts the following timers:
1. 20 seconds for Ngg to reach 1200 RPM
2. 45 seconds for L/O pressure to reach 10 psig
3. 90 seconds for Ngg to reach idle speed (4850-5150 RPM)

UEC commands the Starter Air Regulator Valve (SARV) to the open position.

"GTM __ TRANSITIONING TO ON" will be displayed on the AMLCD.

Ngg = 1200 UEC opens (energizes) Fuel Oil Shutoff Valves (2) (FOSV) ("FUEL ON" displayed)
RPM

UEC energizes ignition system.

UEC starts 40 second timer for T5.4 to reach 400 deg F (lightoff), and for FMP to reach
50 psig ("FLAME ON" displayed).

If lightoff is achieved, the engine operating timer is started, and the engine start timer is
incremented by one.

Ngg = 4500 UEC de-energizes ignition system.
RPM

UEC commands the starter air regulator valve to the close position.

UEC enables the L/O pressure low circuit

Ngg = idle SCU opens module vent damper and starts cooling fan.
speed
(4850- SCU commands start/masker air transfer valve to masker position, if masker air system
5150 RPM) is active.

Icing alarm circuit is enabled.

"GTM _ STATE ON" is displayed.

The items in bold font are the operations that are visible in the UEC power trace of a
GTM start. The actuation of the Start Air Regulating Valve (SARV) and Fuel Oil Shut
Off Valves (FOSVs) require a +28 VDC signal from the UEC, resulting in a rise in UEC
power when the valves are actuated. To complete the FSM of the GTM start cycle, the
GTM must return to its original (off) condition. This is referred to as "Normal Stop/Cool
Down." In this state' the GTM runs at idle speed for 5 minutes to return to an acceptable
operating temperature prior to turning off. Table 4-2 below outlines the GTM Normal
Stop/Cool Down sequence.

' Refers to 1 of 4 engine states: OFF, ON, ONLINE, NORMAL STOP/COOLDOWN, which are not the
same as UEC power states.
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Table 4-2: GTM Normal Stop/Cooldown Sequence
Time Action/Events

T=0 SCU drives PLAJDFC to idle, and issues a normal stop
"NORMAL STOP/COOLDOWN is command to the UEC.
depressed.

UEC starts a 300-second (5 minutes).

"GTM _TRANSITIONING TO COOLDOWN" is
displayed on the AMLCD.

"NORM STOP/COOLDOWN pushbutton indicator
illuminates.

T =+300 seconds UEC de-energizes FOSV and starts a 90-second timer. If
T5.4 and FMP is not less than 400 deg F and 50psig
respectively, a "Normal Stop Failure" alarm occurs.

When Ngg and FMP is less than 3500 RPM and 50 psig
respectively, the "OFF"

LED indicator on the SCU and PACC will illuminate.

When Npt decreases to 500 RPM and FMP is less than 50

psig, the SCU commands the PT brake to engage.

"GTM _ STATE OFF" will be displayed on the AMLCD.

The item in bold font is the operation visible in the UEC power trace, completing the
GTM start FSM. The FOSVs as well as the SARV are commanded closed by the removal
of the +28VDC signal used to open the valves, resulting in a drop in UEC power. Figure
4-1 below shows the typical power data obtained by the NILM during a GTM start.
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Figure 4-1: Power drawn by the UEC during a normal turbine start

Not shown in the figure is the drop in UEC power when the FOSVs are closed and
the engine is stopped. When this occurs, the UEC power returns to the GTM off power
level of approximately 205 W. The simple FSM developed for the UEC GTM start
considers only power changes caused by the operation of electromechanical actuators
controlled by the UEC and is shown below in Figure 4-2. Initially, the GTM is off and
both the SARV and FOSVs are closed, so the UEC would be in the top most state shown
in Figure 4-2. Once the SARV is opened, the UEC power increased triggering a transition
to the next state. Similarly, other power level changes trigger other state transitions.
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FOSVs Closed
SARV Closed

FOSVs Open
SARV Closed

FOSVs Closed
SARV Open

E OI 
Coe

FOSVs Open
SARV Open

Figure 4-2: FSM model corresponding to the power transitions that occur on the UEC input bus
during a normal turbine start

GTM motors and fuel purges are another event that can be easily recognized by the
NILM and characterized by a simple finite state machine. During a GTM motor, the start
air pressure is reduced to approximately 20 psig by actuation of the Motor Air Regulating
Valve (MARV) to rotate the gas turbine at approximately 2200 rpm for maintenance and
casualty response purposes. Fuel purges are performed during a GTM motor to purge old
or cold fuel out of the GTM prior to a start. Figure 4-3 is the UEC power data collected
by the NILM during a GTM motor. The only tasks performed by the UEC during a motor
are opening and closing the SARV.
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Figure 4-3: Power drawn by the UEC during a turbine motor

For a fuel purge, the fuel purge solenoid valve is not controlled by the UEC, but
rather the SCU. Therefore, the UEC power trace for a fuel purge is the same as that for a
motor, as shown in Figure 4-4 below.
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Figure 4-4: Power drawn by the UEC during a fuel purge
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Note that even though Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 are power traces of the same UEC,
UEC 2A, the initial power level is slightly different; approximately 202W in Figure 4-3
and approximately 193W in Figure 4-4. These "snapshots" are of different events on
different days. It is unknown exactly why the power levels are different and the reason
may ultimately be difficult to determine as many factors present in a complex system
such as the LBES plant may affect the power drawn by a particular piece of equipment.
Of importance to the NILM is not the aggregate level of power, but the power change. In
this particular case, the power change for both operations is cause by the same event,
actuation of the SARV, and the power change is consistent at approximately 6W.

The motor and fuel purge are treated as separate events even though in this case the
actions are the same. For the purpose of the UEC FSM, however, the same model can be
used for both events and is shown below in Figure 4-5.

FOSV Closed FOSV Closed
SARV Closed SARV Open

Figure 4-5: FSM model corresponding to a UEC motor and fuel purge

4.1.2 SCU
At this stage of data analysis three events have shown to exhibit consistent unique

SCU power signatures: GTM start, motor and motor & fuel purge. Once the GTM start
command is issued by the SCU, the next SCU function during a start is to open the GTM
module cooling vent damper and issue start command to the module cooling fan (Table
4-1 refers). The module vent damper is opened and closed by an electrically controlled
pneumatically operated actuator. Like the SARV and MARV, the vent damper requires a
continuous +28VDC signal to remain open. This signal results in an increase in power
drawn by the SCU as shown in Figure 4-6 below.
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Figure 4-6: Power drawn by the SCU following a GTM start

The power drawn by the SCU increases by approximately 20W when the vent
damper opens. Data analysis has shown the total SCU power drawn when both vent
dampers are open increases by approximately 40W, 20W for each damper. The
corresponding SCU FSM is shown below.

Vent Damper
Closed /

Fan Contacts
Open

Vent Damper
Open /

Fan Contacts
Closed

Figure 4-7: FSM model corresponding to power level changes that occur on the SCU input bus
during a normal turbine start

This particular FSM model only considers power changes due to electromechanical
actuators controlled by the SCU. The initial FSM state is shown on the left.
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When performing a GTM motor, the SCU applies a continuous +28VDC signal to
the MARV causing a rise in SCU power. The SCU motor power trace and corresponding
FSM are below in Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9 respectively.
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320
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Figure 4-8: Power drawn by SCU during GTM motor

MARV In
Start

Position

MARV In
Motor

Position

Figure 4-9: FSM corresponding to SCU operations during GTM motor

During a fuel purge, residual fuel present in the turbine is flushed out with fresh fuel
during a motor. The fuel purge solenoid requires another continuous +28 VDC signal
from the SCU to remain open and allow the purge causing an additional rise in SCU
power as shown in Figure 4-10 below.
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Figure 4-10: Power drawn by the SCU during a GTM motor and fuel purge

The corresponding FSM for is below in Figure 4-11. The initial state is shown at the
top of the diagram.
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MARV In Start
Position /

Fuel Purge
Solenoid Closed

MARV In Motor
Position /

Fuel Purge
Solenoid Closed

MARV In Motor
Position /

Fuel Purge
Solenoid Open

Figure 4-11: FSM corresponding to SCU motor and fuel purge

The motor and fuel purge is a manual evolution performed by the operator from
either the PACC or the SCU. The operator must initiate the motor by depressing the
motor button on the console. Once the turbine has reached "motor speed" of
approximately 2200 rpm, the operator must press the "purge on" button on the console.
The fuel purge solenoid remains open until the operator presses the "purge off' button.
The operator then stops the motor by depressing the "Normal Stop/Cool Down" button;
the turbine stops rotating and the evolution is complete. Although this is the correct
procedure, it is possible to perform the evolution out of sequence. Due to the nature of
the consistency of the power changes when the MARV and fuel purge solenoid are
actuated, it is possible for the NILM to still recognize the evolution and more
importantly, recognize that the evolution was performed out of sequence. Figure 4-12
below is the SCU power trace of an out-of -sequence motor and fuel purge. Note that the
motor was stopped removing the +28 VDC MARV actuation signal before the fuel purge
solenoid was closed. Figure 4-13 is the corresponding FSM.
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Figure 4-12: Power drawn by SCU by out of sequence fuel purge operation
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Figure 4-13: Corresponding FSMI for out of sequence fuel purge operation
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4.1.3 AG9140 GTG
The finite state behavior of the GTG LOCOP controller is similar to that observed

for the GTM controllers. Figure 4-14 shows the real power drawn by the GTG NBPS.
Recall that the GTG NBPS is the power supply for the LOCOP.

600-

550 -

5 500
0
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Z 450 -

400-

37 37.5 38 38.5 39 39.5 40 40.5
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Figure 4-14: Power drawn by the NBPS during a normal GTG start

The GTG start sequence is somewhat more complicated that a GTM start, which
explains the more complex power signature. Recall that the 9140RF GTG is equipped
with the RIMSS for starting and motoring. The RIMSS itself is a small gas turbine
engine, so the GTG start sequence and resulting power trace involves the start of two gas
turbine engines. Each of the many transitions corresponds to actions of various relays and
solenoids during the start. Note that the system progresses rapidly through many of the
early states. Close examination of the power trace reveals 9 discernable states. The
complex start sequence of the RIMSS start is shown in Table 4-3 below. In the table NI
refers to RIMSS turbine speed and K34 refers to main turbine speed.

Table 4-3: GTG RIMSS Start Se uence
Speed Channel Actions/Events

Start Pushbutton Depressed 1. RIMSS exhaust damper opens
K34 = 0 RPM 2. GTG enclosure cooling air dampers open, and cooling fan
NI = 0 RPM starts
or 3. RIMSS starter motor energized (on)
K34 5 2000 RPM 4. The following circuits are armed:
N1 5 1215 RPM a. Cooling Fan Not On Alarm

b. Cooling Air Damper Closed Alarm
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c. Exhaust Damper Closed Shutdown
5. RIMSS Start Attempts counter increments
6. RIMSS engine NI accelerates

NI = 4080 RPM Igniter energized (on)
NI = 6120 RPM 1. Fuel shut-off valve energized (open)

2. Flameout Shutdown circuit enabled
NI = 25,000 RPM Igniter de-energized
NI = 27,500 RPM Starter motor de-energized
NI = 29, 500 RPM Run Lube Oil Pressure Low Alarm and Shutdown circuit is enabled
NI = 30,000 RPM 1. RIMSS cycle counter increments
(idle speed) 2. RIMSS engine (NI) continues to accelerate
Ni = 32, 000 RPM 1. 501-K34 start sequence initiated

2. Aux Lube Oil Pumps start
3. Fuel manifold drain valves energized (open)
4. 5th and 10th stage bleed valves and 14th stage diffuser bleed

valves open
5. K34 Slow Start (2) and Start Overtemp shutdown circuits are

armed
6. RIMSS engine (NI) continues to accelerate

Ni = 40,000 RPM 1. RIMSS Power Turbine (N2) starts to rotate and engages
501 K34 thru the transfer gearbox

2. RIMSS engine continues to accelerate (NI approaches
50,000 RPM)

K34 = 2200 RPM 1. The following occur on the 501-K34:
a. Igniters are energized (open)
b. Fuel manifold drain valves de-energized (close)
c. Fuel shut-off valves energized (open)
d. Fuel paralleling valve energized (parallel operation)

2. K34 Fail to Fire Shutdown and remaining Slow Start
Shutdown circuits are enabled

K34 = 7500 RPM 1. Igniters de-energize (off)
2. Fuel paralleling valve de-energized (series operation)
3. One 14th stage diffuser valve closes (actuated from CDP of

16-18 psig at approximately this speed channel)
K34 = 9231 RPM RIMSS engine decelerates to idle speed (NI ~ 30,000 RPM)
K34 = 12,225 RPM 1. ENGINE RUNNING indicator illuminates
(K34 electronic run speed) 2. Generator seawater cooling pump starts, and FM back-up

cooling valve (MORPAC) opens
3. Aux lube oil pump stops
4. 14th stage customer bleed air valve circuitry is enabled
5. Total Starts counter increments
6. The following alarm and shutdown circuits are enabled:

a. Run Overtemp Shutdown
b. Underspeed Shutdown
c. High Vibration Alarm
d. Lube Oil Pressure Low Alarm and Shutdowm
e. Fuel Oil Pressure Low Shutdown

7. RIMSS 3-minute cooldown timer starts
K34 = 12,780 RPM 1. 5th and 10th stage bleed air valves and the remaining 14th

stage diffuser valve closes
2. Overspeed Shutdown circuit is enabled

K34 = 14,340 RPM 501-K34 at normal run speed
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Of the approximately 40 events that take place during a GTG RIMSS start, less than
half of them are evident in the NBPS power trace. By reviewing the events that occur in
the sequence, relating them to the power changes in the power trace, and by comparing
their timing in the sequence to speed timing data obtained during an actual start (provided
by LBES engineers) shown in Figure 4-15, it was possible to relate the 9 discernable
states of the power signature to events in the start sequence. Figure 4-16 is a power trace
with states annotated and Table 4-4 lists the actions that occur in each state.
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Figure 4-15: NBPS input power and turbine speeds during a GTG start. Note that the RIMSS

accelerates rapidly during the early states.
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Figure 4-16: Power trace of GTG start with states annotated

Table 4-4: States of the GTG Start FSM
State Number Actions That Trigger Transition Into State

0 (OFF) N/A
1. RIMSS Exhaust Damper Opens

1 2. GTG Enc. Cooling Unit Dampers Open
3. RIMSS Starter Motor Energized

2 RIMSS Igniter Energized
3 RIMSS Fuel Shutoff Valve Energized (Open)
4 RIMSS Igniter De-energized
5 RIMSS Starter Motor De-energized

6 1. Aux. Lube Oil Pump Started
2. Fuel Manifold Drain Valves Energized (Open)
1. K34 Igniters Energized
2. Fuel Manifold Drain Valves De-energized (Closed)
3. Fuel Shutoff Valves Energized (Open)
4. Fuel Paralleling Valve Energized (Parallel Operation)

8 1. K34 Igniters De-Energized (Off)
2. Fuel Paralleling Valve De-Energized (Series Operation)

9 Aux Lube Oil Pump Stopped (K34 Electronic Run)

The final event in the start sequence is known as the "RIMSS time out" which is
when the RIMSS gas turbine actually stops. It is not shown in Figure 4-16 but is clearly
discemable in Figure 4-17 at approximately minute 21 and Figure 4-18 at approximately
minute 16.
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Many other operations performed by the LOCOP manifest themselves in the power
drawn by the GTG NBPS. These include GTG stops, GTG motors, and customer Bleed
Air Valve (BAV) operation.

B I I I I I I

7
I

RIMSS Start

15 16 17 18
Time (min)

RIMSS Stop

19 20 21

Figure 4-17: Power drawn by the GTG NBPS during a GTG motor

Figure 4-17 above shows the power trace of a GTG motor. The RIMSS start
signature can clearly be seen occurring just before minute 15. The RIMSS time out (stop)
can be seen at minute 21. This signature is consistent for all GTG motor events analyzed.
The 60W increase in power starting at about minute 16.2 is unexplained. It does not
correlate to any logged event and [25] does not describe specific events or a sequence
incident to a GTG motor. It is perhaps related to the length of time of the motor (i.e. a 2
minute motor of the GTG) but this was not logged in the LBES log for any of the GTG
motors thus, making the correlation and identification difficult. As a result, an FSM was
not developed for the GTG motor due to the unknown events and their timing that occur
during a RIMSS motor.

The actuation of the BAV on the GTG requires a continuous +28VDC signal from
the LOCOP and therefore can be seen in the NBPS power trace. The application of the
signal causes an increase in NBPS power by approximately 50W (see Figure 4-18
below). The power decreases by the same amount when the actuation signal is removed
closing the valve. The BAV FSM (not shown) consists of two states: BAV Open and
BAV closed.
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Figure 4-18: Power drawn by the GTG NBPS during a GTG start and BAV open operation

Another consistent power trace is that of a GTG stop. All GTG stops analyzed
exhibited similar power signatures to Figure 4-19 below. Like the GTG motor however,
it so far has not been possible to correlate the changes in GTG NBPS power with any
specific event that occurs when the GTG shuts down.

The GTG is a complex device, even more so than the GTM. Several hours of data
was analyzed and reviewed looking for evidence of power load changes, load sharing,
manual governor and voltage regulation operations, etc. None of these were positively
identified in the NILM power data. As already indicated, some power changes are so far
unexplained and there are other unexplained consistent power signatures which are not
shown.
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Figure 4-19: Power drawn by the GTG NBPS during a GTG Stop
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Chapter 5 Recent LBES Field Testing Results
The most recent LBES crew training session conducted in April 2007 has yielded

some results not detected in the analysis of previous LBES operations. This is due in part
to NILM equipment improvements and the acquisition of the LBES MCS data log. The
MCS data log is a more comprehensive description of plant events than the LBES test
manager's written log previously used to correlate NILM power changes to plant events.
The addition of this log to NILM data analysis enabled correlation of power changes to
plant events that were not possible in the past. This chapter presents some of the findings
from the most recent LBES data.

5.1 2A FOSP
FOSP events easily detected in NILM power data include starting, stopping, and the

change in pump speed (recall the FOSP has 2 operating speeds). Through careful analysis
and comparison to LBES MCS data logs it has been discovered that starts and stops of
the other, non-monitored pump can be seen in the monitored FOSP power trace. Notice
Figure 5-1 below. While 2A FOSP was running in slow speed 2B FOSP was started at
approximately minute 27. The 2A pump was stopped shortly thereafter at approximately
minute 27.5. It is important to note that the NILM computer time and the LBES MCS
time are not synchronized. The events were correlated by the elapsed time between them
and the absence of any other logged events at the time of the change in the power trace.

26.9 27 27.1 27.2 27.
Time (min)

I \L
.3 27.4 27.5 27.6

Figure 5-1: 2A FOSP Power Trace
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Figure 5-2 below is another example of this phenomenon. The 2A FOSP was started
in slow speed just before minute 9. At approximately minute 9.8, the 2A pump was
shifted to fast speed as evidenced by the increase in power drawn by the pump. While the
2A pump was running in fast speed, the 2B pump was stopped (it had been running in
slow speed). 2A FOSP was then shifted back to slow speed just after minute12.

500

0

8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5
Time (min)

11 11.5 12

Figure 5-2: Power drawn by 2A FOSP during a FOSP pump shift evolution.

The cause of this power change is not known. Speculation indicates that this may be
due to the fact that both FOSPs are positive displacement pumps piped to the same
header. Therefore, the online pump motor reacts to the change in fuel flow rate caused by
the state change of the offline pump. Further research is needed to validate this theory.

In addition to the starts and stops, bell orders (propulsion shaft speed changes) are
also evident in the fuel pump power trace. Figure 5-3 shows the fuel pump response to
the following large and rapid speed changes on 13 April 2007 (times are LBES hand-
written log times):

* 0902 Ahead Full
* 0905 Ahead Flank
* 0907 Crashback (Back Full)
* 0909 Ahead Flank (logged crash ahead)
*0911 All Stop
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Figure 5-3: Power drawn by 2A FOSP in response to speed changes

When Ahead Full (representing about 20 knots ship speed) was ordered and steady
state achieved, the FOSP responded with an increase in power which is annotated Ahead
Full in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4. FOSP power again increased when Ahead Flank
(representing about 30 knots ship speed) steady state was reached, also annotated on the
figures. The significant event in annotated in Figure 5-3 is the crashback. A crashback is
performed to stop the ship in the shortest distance possible from Ahead Flank (maximum
ahead speed) by quickly ordering Back Full (maximum astern speed). When the
crashback is ordered, the engine throttle (known as the Programmed Control Lever
(PCL)) is moved in one continuous motion from Ahead Flank to Back Full. When the
crashback is ordered, the engine power is immediately reduced and on an actual ship the
propeller pitch begins the transition from full ahead (+100% pitch) to full astern (-44%
pitch). Recall the LBES shaft does not have a controllable pitch propeller; the water
brake performs that function and provides a similar response. The corresponding drop in
FOSP power is a direct result of the reduced engine power. When the propeller pitch has
reached its full astern pitch, engine power is increased to answer the Back Full ordered
bell.

Figure 5-4 below is a zoomed in view of Figure 5-3, starting about minute 8.5. In this
particular sequence, once full astern speed was attained (represented by the increase in
FOSP power from approximately minute 9.5 to minute 10.2) Ahead Flank (logged as
crash ahead in the LBES test manger's hand written log) was ordered. Note that based on
the power trace, the plant did not reach steady state during the full astern bell. The
resulting plant response from this maneuver is the reverse of the crashback. Engine power
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is reduced to slow the propulsion shaft while the propeller transitions from full astern to
full ahead pitch. Once the propeller is at full ahead pitch, engine power is increased to
answer the Ahead Flank bell. The FOSP responded in a similar fashion reaching steady
state in the full ahead bell at approximately minute 10.5. Finally, at approximately minute
13, All Stop is ordered. Engine power is reduced to idle as the propeller pitch transitions
to zero thrust and the FOSP responded accordingly.
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Figure 5-4: Close up of power drawn by 2A FOSP during speed changes

It is important to note that the speed change sequence and FOSP response describe
above is a theory based on the data available and the extensive operational experience of
the author. Review of other FOSP data collected during propulsion shaft speed changes
revealed that not all speed changes manifest themselves in the FOSP power trace. The
reason for this is believed to be that small, gradual changes do not put enough demand on
the system to elicit a power response from the pump. However, large, rapid changes such
as a crashback can be detected in the power trace, as the fuel pump responds to the rapid
changes in fuel demand. Additionally, it appears that as speed increases (and therefore
engine power also) so does the FOSP power demand. Although not enough significant
speed changes are were analyzed for this thesis, they do represent a noticeable deviation
from the normal steady state FOSP power trace, which remains relatively constant during
most plant evolutions. More analysis of this type is needed to validate these conclusions.

5.2 2A LOSP
Similar to the FOSP, LOSP starts, stops, and pump speed changes can be easily

detected in the LOSP power trace. Starts and stops of the unmonitored pump also are
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evident. Figure 5-5 below shows the 2A LOSP power trace while operators are shifting
pumps from 2B LOSP to 2A LOSP. LOSP states are annotated on the figure.

18 18.5 19 19.5 20 20.5 21
Time (min)

21.5 22 22.5 23

Figure 5-5: Power drawn by 2A LOSP during an LOSP pump shift evolution

The LOSPs are positive displacement pumps piped to the same header. This is
believed to be the reason why the unmonitored LOSP state changes are present in the
monitored LOPS power trace. Again, further research is required to validate the theory.

Also like the FOSP, the LOSP exhibits a power response to speed changes. The
demand for lubrication oil provided by the electric LOSP changes with the speed of the
propulsion shaft and MRG. Figure 5-6 is the LOSP power data collected during the same
speed change sequence described in Section 5.1.
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Figure 5-6: Power drawn by the LOSP during speed changes

It can clearly be seen where the LOSP was stopped during this high speed run of the
LBES plant. Recall that the Lube Oil Service System is equipped with an attached
mechanical lube oil pump. At sufficient speeds this mechanical pump provides sufficient
lubrication and the electric LOSP is not needed. Therefore, the electric LOSP is stopped
by the operator. Pump logics operating from mechanical pressure switches automatically
start the electric LOSP when lube oil pressure drops below a certain set point. Further
details are located in [40]. The automatic starts can be seen at approximately minutes 8.6,
9.2, and 11.9. LOSP power isn't as closely related to engine speed as FOSP power.
Therefore it is much more difficult to specifically match LOSP power changes with
propulsion shaft speed changes. Because of the uncertainty involved, annotating the
power trace with the bell orders from the LBES log was not attempted.

5.3 LPAC
LPAC NILM data analysis presented in [6] revealed that the LPAC power response

to load and unload cycle times was related to plant events. Figure 5-7 below is a snapshot
of LPAC data captured during a Nr 2 GTG start. The start is annotated "Air Start"
because the Nr 2 GTG is not equipped with RIMSS and thus air starts are the only
alternative.
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Figure 5-7: Plot of the real power drawn by the LPAC before, during, and after an air start of Nr 2

GTG. The units of real power are shown here to be counts, and they reflect the scale factors
introduced by the NILM and were not converted to Watts [6].

The time of the GTG start is annotated on the figure. Note the increase in LPAC load
time as a result. This is due to the use of LP air in the actuation of a pneumatic vent
damper and other events that occur during a GTG start [25].

The same LPAC response was not observed in the recent LPAC NILM data collected
from February to April 2007. In fact, this LPAC data revealed a power response
indicative of some erratic behavior exhibited by the LPAC. Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9
below show the inconsistencies in LPAC behavior from April 2005 to April 2007.
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Figure 5-8: Power drawn by the LPAC during plant operations on 20 April 2005
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Figure 5-9: Power drawn by the LPAC during plant operations on 16 April 2007
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Note that the LPAC load and unload cycles shown in the power trace in Figure 5-8
are fairly consistent throughout the hour. This figure is representative of LPAC behavior
around this particular time (April 2005). In contrast, the load times in Figure 5-9 appear
to be fairly consistent, but the unload cycles shown do not. Several times during this hour
there is a significant change in the slopes of the unload cycles in the power trace,
indicating a change in unload cycle time. This is representative of LPAC behavior in
April 2007 and was first noticed in data collected in February 2007.

It is unknown what may have caused the change in LPAC behavior. It is believed
that something either in the LBES LP Air system configuration or the LPAC itself has
changed to cause the change in response. Whether or not the change is due to some sort
of failure or imminent failure is also not known. In order better understand this behavior a
pressure sensor was installed on the LPAC to measure the LP Air pressure (see Section
3.2.3 for sensor details). Figure 5-10 below shows the LP Air Pressure as it relates to the
power drawn by the LPAC during operation. Note that during the unload cycle beginning
at approximately minute 48.5, the reduction rate of LP Air pressure slows significantly at
about minute 49.5. The cause of this change is unknown.
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Figure 5-10: LPAC Power and Pressure Trace

5.4 New Trends
As the research for this thesis progressed, some new NILM experiments were

conducted which yielded some new insights. The initial results presented below further
highlight the NILM's potential as an effective, low cost supervisory monitoring and
control device.
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5.4.1 Power Panel 1-282-1
An ongoing project is the development of a system that minimizes the overall level

of intrusion. Recall that a NILM has been installed on Power Panel 1-282-1, the
distribution panel that feeds all of the GTM controllers and several critical support loads.
The monitored loads include the following:

" UEC2A
* UEC2B
* SCU
* Igniters for the 2A GTM
" Igniters for the 2B GTM
" Lighting and heating for the various turbine modules and controllers

Figure 5-11, Figure 5-13, Figure 5-13, and Figure 5-14 all show some results from
the initial tests. The data presented in these figures was recorded during GTM starts. Note
that the level transitions in each of the component streams are still visible in the
aggregate. Furthermore, note that we are now able to monitor the behavior of the igniters,
as detailed in close up Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-14. It is worth noting from Figure 5-12
that the igniters inside the 2A turbine draw power waveforms that display a significant
amount of high frequency content. This is not the case for the 2B turbine, as evidenced
Figure 5-14, suggesting that there may be opportunities to develop new and critical
diagnostic indicators.
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Figure 5-11: Power drawn during start of GTM 2A
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Figure 5-12: Close up of panel power drawn during the GTM 2A start shown in Figure 39
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Figure 5-13: Power drawn during start of GTM 2B
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Figure 5-14: Close up of panel power drawn during the GTM 2B start shown in Figure 41

5.4.2 GTM Cooling Fan
Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-13 highlight another potential benefit of the NILM. Note

the disturbance located in each of the data streams at approximately minute 16.9 and
34.3. This disturbance is the result of a sub-transient voltage sag. Field tests and data
analysis has shown that this sag, which is visible throughout the plant, occurs at the same
time that the SCU commands the large GTM cooling fan with a 130 HP motor to
energize. Figure 5-15 below highlights another example of the cooling fan start and its
presence in the power trace of the non-starting UEC as well as the distribution panel
aggregate power trace. The ability to identify the source and effects of these power-
quality disturbances could make the NILM indispensable to the all-electric warships of
the future.
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separately this spike is difficult to correspond to the fan start, and is sometimes non-
existent.
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Figure 5-16: Power traces of SCU real power and FOSP real and reactive power captured during
GTM starts

It can easily be seen that the SCU and FOSP data is not exactly time aligned with the
FOPS start signatures occurring almost 2 minutes after the SCU signatures. This is due to
a processing error in which the SCU data files contain less data points than the FOSP data
files.

It is also important to note that this particular response is not present in FOSP data
for all GTM starts. It is not yet known what factors in either NILM operations or plant
operations affect the power response of the equipment.

The Q trace response to GTM cooling fan starts is also present in the LOSP power
data. Figure 5-17 below highlights 2 GTM cooling fan starts one at approximately minute
38.5 and the other at approximately minute 43.5. The distinctive shape of the voltage sag
is clearly evident in the reactive power trace. In this particular case, there is also a change
in the real power as well, but like the FOSP, this is not always the case. Also annotated is
the LOSP real power response to the operator placing GTM 2A online. That is, releasing
the power turbine brake and allowing the engine to turn the propulsion shaft.
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Figure 5-17: Power traces of SCU real power and LOSP real and reactive power captured during
GTM starts

Also like the FOSP figure above, it is evident that the SCU and LOSP data is not
exactly time aligned, with the LOSP data about 30 seconds behind the SCU data. In this
case, all files contained the same amount of data points. The error is due to the algorithm
used to time synchronize the computers discussed in the section below.

In order to establish a pattern of responses and to fully understand complex
integrated plant operations from a NILM perspective, further analysis is required of the
reactive power traces of the FOSP and LOSP. Many more GTM start events need to be
analyzed to determine the frequency of these particular events and the factors that affect
whether or not they are visible in the power trace. Nonetheless, these initial results
presented here are promising and showcase the enormous potential of the NILM.

5.5 Time Synchronization
The real utility and potential of the NILM as a supervisory control device is

manifested at the system level. That is, all installed NILMs working together to analyze
the LBES plant as a whole. In order to better understand and analyze integrated plant
operations using just the NILM power data, the five NILM computers were networked
and synchronized in December 2006. Even though the concept is still in its infancy, the
initial field results have been promising. It is now possible to view the cascading effects
of plant evolutions.

The synchronization works in the following fashion. The SCU computer serves as
the master clock and at predetermined set intervals, the other NILM computers "check
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in" with the master computer and compare their clocks with the master clock. At that
time, clock errors are corrected based on the difference between the two clocks. It is
possible, as evidenced by Figure 5-17, that between "check ins" the slave clocks may
slightly wander.

Even so, the synchronized NILM network is a vast improvement in analysis of
integrated plant operations. Prior to the synchronization, it was nearly impossible in some
cases to correlate events detected in NILM power traces with actual events in the LBES
plant.

The following figures contain close ups of events during the day on 16 Aril 2007
highlight data analysis and demonstrate the potential if the NILM. Annotated on Figure
5-18 is the LOSP response to the speed changes ordered at approximately 0930 to 0934.
Even though the speed orders aren't readily apparent in the SCU or UEC, they can easily
be detected by a NILM monitoring the LOSP. During this particular hour the 2A FOSP
was off, but it is expected based on previous findings (see section 5.1) that a similar
response may be noticeable.
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Figure 5-18: Time aligned power traces of the SCU, UEC and LOSP 16 April 2007 0900-1000

One utility of the NILM is fault diagnosis and analysis of time synchronized data can
prove beneficial when a problem occurs. As plant equipment cycles through operating
states, the NILM can track the state transitions and immediately recognize when a
component fails to transition to an expected state. Figure 5-19 below, demonstrates an
example. A GTM 2A start was initiated at 0910. Approximately 1 minute later, the GTM
cooling fan started, but the associated vent damper did not open, resulting in a cooling
system failure casualty, mandating an emergency stop of the engine, which was executed
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at 0912. Reviewing the SCU power trace from the figure, the transition to the vent
damper open state indicated by a rise in power drawn did not occur. Knowing a GTM
start was in progress from the UEC data, the NILM would be "looking" for associated
state transition changes in other equipment, such as the SCU. In this particular case, the
NILM could have alerted the operator that a problem had occurred with the GTM vent
damper. The cause of the failure was remedied and further review of the power data
shows the operation of the cooling fan and vent damper, followed by another start
attempt at minute 0923 where the vent damper operated correctly.

No Vent Damper
I ~ I I .1 * I

Vent Damper
Open

16 18
Time (min)

10 12 14 16 18
Time (min)

)amper Closed
(Fan Off)

20 22 24

20 22 24

Figure 5-19: Vent Damper Failure Sequence

Putting it all together, Figure 5-20 below shows the power traces of the SCU, UEC
2A, UEC 2B, GTG NBPS, and 2A LOSP on April 16 2007 from 0900 to 1000. The 2A
FOSP was stopped during this time so it is not shown in the figure. During this hour the
following events can be seen in the power traces and are annotated in the Figure 5-20:

Table 5-1: LBES Plant events on 16 April 2007 from 0900 to 1000
Event Time Description
A 0901 Motor & Fuel Purge 2A
B 0910 GTM 2A Start
C 0912 Emergency Stop GTM 2A
D 0923 GTM 2A start
E 0927 Stop 9140 GTG
F 0930 Ahead 2/3
G 0932 Ahead Standard
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H 0933 Back 1/3
I 0934 Ahead 1/3
J 0942 Normal Stop Complete GTM 2B
K 0950 RIMSS Start of 9140 GTG
L 0952 GTM 2B Vent Damper closed
M 0954 60 second motor GTM 2B
N 0954 RIMSS Stopped

Events and times were excerpted from the LBES test manager's written log; therefore
times do not exactly match up with NILM computer times.
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Figure 5-20: Time Aligned Plot showing power traces of SCU, UEC 2A, UEC 2B, GTG NBPS, & 2A
LOSP captured on 16 April 2007 0900-1000
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Work
The analysis of twelve months worth of NILM experiments and associated data were

presented in this thesis. The results clearly demonstrate the ability of the NILM to
recognize equipment state changes from simple current and voltage measurements. In
addition, the synchronized computer network further demonstrates the potential of the
NILM to perform supervisory monitoring and control on a complex shipboard
engineering plant. Indeed, the NILM has proven potential as a viable and inexpensive
alternative for shipboard automation and control.

Even so, much work remains before the NILM is "shipboard ready." The results
presented here represent a fraction of the data collected over three LBES DDG pre-
commissioning crew training weeks and numerous other days of hot plant operations.
Further analysis of many more plant operations is needed to fully understand complex
integrated plant sequences and evolutions. Consider Figure 6-1 below. This snapshot of
UEC 2B power data was taken during a Digital Fuel Control Fuel Metering Valve
calibration. Much information can be obtained from NILM power data and for the NILM
to serve as a supervisory control system, it must be able to recognize and diagnose
complex sequences like the one shown in the figure.

Normal GTM
Start

I.- -Wi Abu

FMV Calibration

UEC Reboot

10 20 30
Time (min)

40 50 60

Figure 6-1: Power Drawn by UEC 2B during FMV Calibration and other operations.

To further the development of a NILM-based supervisory control system, several
new projects are currently underway. The NILM software suite is being expanded so that
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the NILM can log several critical electrical parameters. Example quantities include the
following:

" Generator load
* Line frequency
" Voltage amplitude
* Harmonic distortion

By logging these features, a NILM placed on the generator output bus could potentially
perform many of the monitoring and control functions that are now performed by the
LOCOP2 . The benefit of this approach would be that the NILM could simultaneously
evaluate the status of loads downstream from the generator.

6.1 Future Work
To continue the development of the NILM as a supervisory control system, the next

steps should be immediately accomplished.

* The LPAC requires further experiments and data analysis. The change in
behavior from 2005 to 2007 must be diagnosed and understood. Install a
NILM on the LBES Nr 1 LPAC for data comparison.

* The FOSP and LOSP responses to bell orders require further analysis.
Review other data collected during LBES plant speed changes for similar
responses.

" FOSP and LOSP responses to GTM starts and other GTM operations have
been inconsistent and also require further analysis. More GTM evolutions
should be studied to establish a patter of similar responses.

* Continue to review the reactive power (Q) and other harmonic data for
responses to plant events.

* Continue to improve the time synchronization of the LBES NILM computers.

Other work includes experiments furthering development of a NILM capable of
monitoring a large aggregate power signal, such as the generator output bus discussed
above. The installation of the NILM on Power Panel 1-282-1 was the first step and more
preliminary experiments are required. Placements for new NILMs to be considered:

* Main load center powering Panel 1-282-1
* A main distribution panel feeding more than one 44VAC load (i.e. the panel

feeding both an FOSP and LOSP and other 440 VAC loads)
* One of the two main load centers on the LBES 24 foot level

By "zooming" out to larger load centers, it will be easier to determine the feasibility
of the NILM to monitor aggregate plant loads before operating from the generator output
bus.

2 It is important to note that the NILM already has the ability to measure the key electrical quantities
described here. The features that need to be incorporated into the NILM are the real-time control activities
that rely on this information.
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The NILM has proven to be a potential useful tool capable of performing shipboard
supervisory control. This is a key to the development of such a system for the all electric
warship of the future. The simple COTS technology used by the NILM for supervisory
control can save the U.S. Navy millions of dollars in research & development, ship
acquisition, and lifecycle costs for the next class of warships.
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Appendix A NILM Parts List

Nomenclature Manufacturer Part Number Quantity
NEMA Enclosure Rittal Corporation E-1210CH 1

www.rittal-corp.com
Backplane Rittal Corporation E-12P10 1

www.rittal-corp.com
Power Supply Mean Well Model PD-2512 1

www.meanwell.com
Voltage Transducer LEM LV25-P 1

www.lem.com
Current Transducer LEM Various As Needed

www.lem.com
Voltage Board LEES3  N/A 1
Resistor Board LEES N/A 1
Fuse Holder Littelfuse L60030C-3PQ 1

www.littelfuse.com

Fuse Littelfuse KLKR Series 1
www.littelfuse.com

68-Pin SCSI-II Wiring B&B Electronics ADAM-3968 1
Terminal Board, DIN Rail Manufacturing Co.
Mount www.bb-elec.com
0.25W Carbon Film DigiKey Various As Needed
Resistors (Rm and www.digikey.com
Reference)
3W Metal Film Resistors DigiKey BC100KW- 3

www.digikey.com 3CT-ND
KKY Crimp Terminal Molex 41695 Series As Needed
Housing www.molex.xom
KK Crimp Terminal Molex 2478 Series As Needed

www.molex.xom
Hand Crimp Tool Molex 63811-2300 1

www.molex.xom
.250 Hex Male-Female Keystone Electronics 8414 As Needed
Standoff (6-32 Threads), www.keyelco.com
for Power Supply and
Resistor Board
.375 Hex Male Female Keystone Electronics Custom Build 4
Standoff (10-32 Threads), www.keyelco.com (See Below)
for Voltage Board
.375 Machine Screws, 10- Various Various 6

and Electronic Systems at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Voltage Board Standoff Specifications:

THREAD
D ITL SIZE

0. D.

O.D. =
L =
TL =
D =

0.375
0.375
0.375
0.250

in
in
in
in

32 Threads
.250 Machine Screws, 6- Various Various As Needed
32 Thread
Nut, 10-32 Thread Various Various As Needed
Nut, 6-32 Thread Various Various As Needed
%" Clamp Connector Halex 05107B As Needed

www.halexco.com
DIN Rail B&B Electronics ERS35 As Needed

Manufacturing Co.
www.bb-elec.com

68-pin SCSI-II Shielded B&B Electronics PCL-10168-2 1
Cable, 2m Manufacturing Co.

www.bb-elec.com
CT Cable, Multi- General Cable C2537 As Needed
Conductor, Foil Shield www.generalcable.com
Voltage Cable, General Cable 02766 As Needed
Carolprene@ Jacketed www.generalcable.com
Type SOOW
18 AWG Copper Braided Various Various As Needed
Wire
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Appendix B NILM Electrical Connection Scheme

Component Terminal
120 VAC in Power Supply In
Power Supply +12V Voltage Board +12V, CT +12V, Voltage

Board +12V
Power Supply -12V Voltage Board -12V, CT -12V, Voltage

Board -12V
Power Supply COMMON "Ground + Bottom SCSI Row" on Resistor

Board, Terminals 68-61 on ADAM-3968
Voltage Board +12V Power Supply +12V
Voltage Board -12V Power Supply -12V
Voltage Tap In One lead to A in on Voltage Board, the

other to N on the Voltage Board
Current Transducer +12V Power Supply +12V
Current Transducer-12V Power Supply -12V
Current Transducer Output "Transducers + Top SCSI Row" On

Resistor Board, Terminals 27-33 on
ADAM-3968

Voltage Transducer Output Transducers + Top SCSI Row" On Resistor
Board, Terminal 34 on ADAM-3968

Measuring Resistors (Rm) Top Resistor connections on Resistor
Board

Ground (Reference Resistors) Bottom Resistor Connections on Resistor
Board

Resistor Board GND Terminal 26 on ADAM-3968
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Appendix C NILM Transducer Data Sheets

LEM

Voltage Transducer LV 25-P
For the electronic measurement of voltages: DC, AC, pubsed..--
with a galvanic Isolation between the primary circuit (high voltage)
and the secondary circuit (electronic circuit).

10064

Electrical data

i, Primary noninsf r.ns. curent 10 mA
t, Primary current, measuring rangs 0.. * 14 mA
ft MeAsuring resistance Rmhm R,.

with *12 V @tlOmAi 30 190 fl
@*14mAM 30 100 Ck

wtht*15V @±10mAf,,, 100 350 Qk
@*14mA, 100 190 a

11 Secondary nominal rm.s. current 25 mA
K" Conversion ratio 2600: 1000
V, Supply votge (±5 %) t 12.15 V
le Current consumpion 100*IV)+, mA
V R.m.. voltage 1br AC Isolation test., 50 Hz i mn 2.5 kt

Accuracy - Dynamic performance data

XG OmWIAccurscy @1,T, -2!"C Q*12..15V ±0.9 %
1SV(±5%) ±0.8 %

eL Lmisy ar c0.%
Typ Max

10 OfftCt ret aIr u 0.T4 -25-C 0o.16 rn
I Thernml drtf of 10  WC ..+259C ±0.00 *0.25 mA

+250C..+70 1C 1 0.10 *0.35 mA

t Response dme"@90 % of Vw 40 $18

General data

TA Ambient operallng temperature 0..+70 VC
T, Ambient storage temperature -25..+85 *C
R, Pdmary col resisstance @ TA=701C 250 11
Rs Sbcondery col reelstae @ To= 70C 110 01
iN Mass 22 9

Standards EN50178:199 7

bk " - 1Between primary and secondary
R , = 25 kW (L/R constant prcdcbced by the resistance and 'iductance
of the primary orcuit).

IPN 10mA

V = 10 500 V

Feturfs

* Closed loop (compensated) voltage
traneduoer using otM ellect

* Ineulated plamdi came recognized
according to UL 94-VO.

Principle of use

a For voltage meeuremertis, a current
poportonal to ft measured volage
must be pained thmugh an exiernal
reelator R, which is selected by the
user and Installed in sedes with fie
primary circuit of the traneducer.

Advantages

" Exwalent accuracy
" Very goodInewty
" Low tiennel dWit
" Law response time
" High bandwkib
" High Iimnrmky to euternia

interlerence
" Low disturbance I conwon mode

Applications

AC variable speed drves and servo
Dmotor duie

*Static converters tfm VC motor drives
e Bdery supped appicatins
* Uninterruptbfe Power SupplIes

SPwer euples for welding
applications.

Application domain

* Industris.

LIN .a .y..i -
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) LEM

Current Transducer LA 55-P
For the electronic measurement of cwrents: DC, AC, pulsed....
with a galvenic isolation between the primay clrcut (hgh power)
and the secondary circuit (electronic circu).

I Electrical data I
lo-f Pdnruy nminal curent Unm 50 A
L6 Pumary curnt, memurtng range 0.. *70 A

Ru Nmeauring stmne @ TIA 700 T,4 w WC

wlh*12 V *50 A K 10 100 60 95 al
0*70AMW m 10 60 0' 60) a

w~th15V @*60 AM 60 160 136 156 C)
*70 A. o50 90 13511354 )

is Secowdary noninal urrnt rmM 50 mA
K, Convervion mro 1:1000
ve SUppy vltg (* 5 %) * 12..15 V
c Current consump&Mf 100*16V)+l mA

Va Rurs veags or AC b0olalon, Net, 50 Hz, I nin 2.5 kV

Accuracy - Dynamic performance data
x Acmraqy@ ,TA-2C @*15V(to%) *0.6 %

**12..16V(*%) *0.90 %
BL Unsuy wn<r 0.15 %

Typ Mlxi
I, O tfa cunwt @ 0, TA 2WO & 0.2 mA

6n lM.WagtI fAset rnt1"@ L 0 nd peltmed R.
afer an odoad d3 x * *0.3 mA

1Q Tempeurte vwna Of o 0C.. + W7C *0.1 *0.5 mA
-25C ..+85C *0.1 *0.6 mA

to Rescbnn ms@ 10 % ofL 4 <5w ns
t Rpnse Une 9 No @ o DdR StWp C Ipa

cdtR dWt aOuMtM fo$&Ad : 200 Alps
1W Flqumnay bndwkdM (-1 dB) Do. 200 kHz

General data
TA Abient opemaing mpmeria -25 .+15 -C

Ts Atlent sternge tempeause -40.. +9 'C
R, Sucondwy cal mstmnc* Q T w70'C 80 a

TA- Me 85
no MUs 1a g

Standards EN M17t 199T

Nat; Masurng rut =ge 11ed to * 60 A
x Meesurhng range imtod to *56 As
3 Remt of the corciv, field of to. magnetll dcsimL

IPN = 50 A

Features

P Ckoed loop (com es"ad) cunwst
baunedur Lfig the HI WfWct

w PrIlod deA board mnmneng
* isolated pmasdc case reeog~nzwd

acW nW to UL 94-VO.

Advantages

" Exelied accmay
" Vey god 'u"y

" Law tempmtue dMR
" OpsirmEd respaone tme
" VMd. frequency bandwidlh
" No inserion loSes
" High kmniunwy to etemnul

riteferenos
cwrent owdod cvpAly.

ApNcaonflr

* AC veftb speed drims and inrv
malcr dr~

* Stsl omved in far DC motorkles
* Balmy suppled apploaulor

* Unktsupible Power Suppnes
(UPS)

& 8Ankhed Mode Power 8Is

SPower supples for weiding
applikaOtls.

Application Domain

a IndusWa.

pwin
LW ~ ~ffi~ufl.Iui~vIhgeI.wUwutp1wnw4~.
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Current Transducer LA 205-S 1,, 200 A
For the elecbonic measurement of cwrents : DC, AC, pulsed...,
with a galvanic isolation between the primary ciruilt (high power)
and the secondary circuit (electronic circut).

I Electrical data
Prkmary nominal r.m.s. curment
Primary current. measuring range
Measuring oveload 1)
Meesmking resIstance @

with t 12 V @ 200 Am
0 300 A"M

with±15V :200 AR
300 A

socondry norinal r.m.s. current
Conversion ratio
Supply voltage (* 5
Current consumption
RJMTS rated voltage I. sae separation

basic laIaion

I Accuracy - Dynamic performance data
X, Overdaamxumy @m. TA-2bC
8L Loertty enor

im16

fd

200
0.. * 300
600

TA 70"C TA= 860C
%WhtNb.J RmRg

0 oa 0 66
0 33 0 30
5 95 5 93
5 50 5 49

100
1:2000
* 12. 16
2D*1SV)+1I
1625
3250

Al

Al
Al

£

m/

±0.8
0)

Typ Max
Offset currfnt a IP= 0, TA 25C * 0.15
Residual cuent~al,-0,afteranoverdoadof3x , kD.50
Thennal drift ofl0  -iQ.=++ C ±0.15 * 0.30
Rectlon me @10 %of 1IM 500
Response Hm*4 (@90 % of m 1 I
dVdt accurately followed : 100
Frequency bandwkith (- 3 dB) DC.. 100

mA
mA
mA
no
lie

Afps
kiz

General data
T, Ambient opereting ternperetre -10..+ 85 ICl
Ta Ambient storage tomperahz -40.. +90 *C
R, Secondary col reeitmnce @ TA 70C 35

T,-85*C 37 C
In Mass 110 9

Standards EN 50178: 1997
Notes: 1 3 mnfhur Q Ve M k 15 VRM5 a

n Pollution class nr 2. With a non Insulated primary bar wbich 'Ns the
through-hole

4 The result of the coercive Bold of the magnetic drcult
4 With a dldt of 100 Alp

Features

k w Closed loop (compensated) current
transducer U5ing the Hell effect
Insulated plastic came recognized
accoarng to UL 94-VO

" Patent pending.

Advantages

Emient accumcy
* Vey good linearty
*Lom temperature drif

* Optimired response nme
* Wide frequency bandwidth
/ No insertlon losses

High Immunity to extmnd
Irterferenos

w Cunment ovefloed capability.

Applications

* AC variable speed drives and servo
motor drives

w 5Wut1 convirter Wo DO mtr drtvuo
a Battery supplied appilatlon
0 Uninterruptl4e Power Suppfles

(UPS)
a Switched Mode Power Supplies

* Power supplies for welding
applIloations

06053117

LEM Components

'to

I; -

K"
VC
,

V,
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Current Transducer LA 305-S
For the electrinic measurement of curents : DC, AC, pulsed...,
with a galvanic isolation between the primary circukt (high power)
and the secondary circuit (electronIc circult).

C 1

16173

I Electrical data

IPN =300 A

1I,
RM

11M
K,
V,

V6

Primary norninal r.Ims. current
Primary current. measudng range
Measuring resistance a

wth *12 V @0 300AMM
* 500 Am

Wth t 15V .@t300A
* k 00Am

Secondary nominal r.m.s. curent
Conversbin riuio
Supply volage (i5 %)
CUrrent consumplon
Rm.s. roied voitag ', %ats sepsratton

basic Isolallon

300
0-.1:500

T, = 70*C T - 85-C
RMRum. Ru.hR

0 52 0 50
0 17 0 15
0 75 5 73
0 31 5 29

120
1:2500
* 12.. 15
200±i5V)+lS
1750
3500

A
A

MA
mA

V
V

cuacy - nrnmc perfrmsnc. ata
XG Overa accuracy Q ", T, 25C ±0.8 %
EL LinearKy 0.1 %

TYP Maxc
l O .CUrre= ,= 0, TA= 25-C t 0.20 mA
lo Residual cuarrentg I,= 0, after an overload of 3 x ± t OAO mA
la Thennal drft of 0  -1O'C..+5'C t0.12 t0.30 mA

t. Reacn ilme 0 10 % ofl 4 5s n
t, Response tIme"@90 % of Im 41 PSi
dM dM acurately folowed %100 Alps
I Fueqmencybuidldl:(-3d9) DC..100 kttz

Gneral data
TA Ambient operaling tomperature -1011 .6 *C
Ts Ambient atcrage temperakure -40..+90 OC
R, Secondary col resimnce 4 T- 70C 35 a

T OWC 37 nA
m Mass 200 g

Stndards " EN 50178

hat: 4 Poikton din 2. Wth a non Insulated prwmery ber which figs the
through-hole

"The rewift of the coercive fuld of ih maetIc circuit
' With a dIldt of 10D Alps
4) A list of corresponding tuts Is avallable.

Features

" Closed loop (compensatsd) curunt
tansducer using the Hall efect

" Insuled plast case recognized
eccordhng to UL 94-VO

" Copyright protected.

Advantages

" Eelent sccuracy
" Very good lkwarty
* Low temperatre drift
* Optimized response time
" Wide %quency bandwidth
" No insetion loaes
" High immunity to external

Interference
" Curent ovedoad cabift

Applications

" AC varliae speed rive. and servo
moloI drives

" Stati converer fr DC motor drives
" Batry supplied appliatons
" Uninterruplible Power SuppIles

(UPS)
* Switched Mode Power Supplies

(SMPS)
" Power upptles or welding

applications.

060628/8

LEM Components
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Appendix D NILM Data Processing Scripts
Unix script used to process LBES GTM Controller NILM data.
Robert W. Cox
Patrick L. Bennett

February 2007

#!/bin/bash

mount /cdrom
cp /cdrom/*.gz
for i in *.l.gz
do

if [ -e ${i/.l.gz/.2.gz} ] && [ -e ${i/.l.gz/.3.gz}
then

echo $i;
gunzip -c $i > tempfilei;
echo ${i/.1.gz/.2.gz};
gunzip -c ${i/.l.gz/.2.gz} > tempfile2;
echo ${i/.l.gz/.3.gz};
gunzip -c ${i/.l.gz/.3.gz} > tempfile3;
grep -v ^# tempfilel > tempfilela;
rm -f tempfilel;
grep -v ^# tempfile2 > tempfile2a;
rm -f tempfile2;
grep -v ^# tempfile3 > tempfile3a;
rm -f tempfile3;
paste tempfilela tempfile2a tempfile3a > tempfile;
cat tempfile I chansift2_12bit.pl 1 2 I /home/nilm/bin/prep stdin

-p /home/nilm/UEC/prep-msufp-text.so > UEC2Afullprep${i/.gz/.txt}
cat tempfile I chansift2_12bit.pl 1 3 /home/nilm/bin/prep stdin

-p /home/nilm/UEC/prep-msufp-text.so > UEC2Bfullprep${i/.gz/.txt}
cat tempfile I chansift2_12bit.pl 1 4 I /home/nilm/bin/prep stdin

-p /home/nilm/UEC/prep-msufp-text.so > SCUfullprep${i/.gz/.txt}
cat tempfile I chansift2_12bit.pl 1 5 1 /home/nilm/bin/prep stdin

-p /home/nilm/UEC/prep-msufp-text.so > Panelfullprep${i/.gz/.txt}
cat UEC2A fullprep${i/.gz/.txt} I chansift2_12bit.pl 2 >

UEC2A${i/.gz/.txt}

cat UEC2Bfullprep${i/.gz/.txt} I chansift2_l2bit.pl 2 >
UEC2B${i/.gz/.txt}

cat SCUfullprep${i/.gz/.txt} I chansift2_12bit.pl 2 >
SCU${i/.gz/.txt}

cat Panelfullprep${i/.gz/.txt} I chansift2_12bit.pl 2 >
Panel_${i/.gz/.txt}

rm -f tempfilela;
rm -f tempfile2a;
rm -f tempfile3a;
rm -f tempfile;
rm -f $i

rm -f ${i/.i.gz/.2.gz}
rm -f ${i/.i.gz/.3.gz}

fi
done
umount /cdrom

eject
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Unix Script used to process NILM pre-processed data.

Robert W. Cox
July 2006

#!/bin/bash

mount /cdrom
cp /cdrom/*

for i in *.gz
do

echo $i;
gunzip -c $i > tempfile;
grep -v ^# tempfile I chansift2_12bit.pl 1 2 > LO${i/.gz/.txt}
rm -f $i

done

rm -f tempfile

umount /cdrom
eject
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MATLAB Script used to convert Processed NILM data to RMS current in

Amperes.

Robert W. Cox
October 2006

Function input definition:
g = gain code value
Rm = measuring resistor value
K = CT conversion factor from data sheet
x = NILM data

function y=prepto current(g, Rm, K, x)

y= ( (x/64) * (g/4096) * (1/ (Rm* (1/K) ) ) ) * (1/sqrt (2));
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Appendix E LBES NILM Installation Test Plan

A. OBJECTIVE:

Evaluate the use of the Non-Intrusive Load Monitor (NILM) in detecting Shaft Control
Unit (SCU) control signals. The NILM will be left in place to allow for the collection of
long term normal operating data.

B. BACKGROUND:

Following experiments on board the USCG Seneca and at the DDG-51 LBES, the NILM
has been shown to be able to diagnose state changes in various mechanical systems. The
power feed to the Shaft Control Unit (SCU) may contain information relevant to the
diagnosis of specific control signals sent from the SCU to equipment in the propulsion
plant, and thus be able to determine state changes in the throughout the entire plant.

C. PREREQUISTES:

1. Ensure NILM sensing box (NEMA-style enclosure) is constructed to monitor
11 5VAC / 3-phase power.

D. PRELIMINARY:

1. Read through the procedure in its entirety prior to beginning the test.

E. PROCEDURE:

1. Open breaker for 115 VAC / 3-phase power supplying the Shaft Control Unit at
power panel 1-282-1. Danger Tag Open.

2. Remove cover plate at power panel 1-282-1.

3. Lift the lead for phase A of Shaft Control Unit power. Thread the power cable
through current transformer (type LM-55), and replace the lead.

4. Attach NILM voltage leads to remaining two phases (B & C) of Shaft Control
Unit power. This voltage sensing cable is rated for 600V.

5. Route the current transformer cable (step 3) and the voltage sensing cables (step
4) through existing cutouts in the top of power panel 1-282-1 and into the NILM
NEMA sensing box.

6. Connect current transformer and voltage cables in the NILM sensing box.

7. Close NILM sensing box.

8. Re-install cover plate for power panel 1-282-1.
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9. Remove Danger Tags from breakers for 115 VAC / 3-phase power for Shaft
Control Unit at power panel 1-282-1.

10. Shut breakers for 115 VAC / 3-phase power for Shaft Control Unit at power panel
1-282-1.

11. Plug in associated NILM PC and NILM sensing box to standard 120 VAC power
outlet and start NILM acquisition software.

12. The NILM system is now ready to record data.
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